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Abstract. This paper introduces an extension of the concept of sketch, called a form, u hich allows 
the specification of entities other than limits and colimits in a model. A form can require that a 
diagram become (in a model) an instance of any categorial construction specifiable in an essentially 
algebraic way. Constructions which can be specified in this way include function space objects 
and reflexive objects in a Cartesian closed category, power objects in a topos, and list objects in 
a locos. This generalization is motivated by the desire to specify functional programming languages 
by sketches. 
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applic,ations to the specification of functional programming languages as well as 
to other categorically-oriented approaches to programming languages such as in 
116, 13, 27, 28). 
A sketch is an inherently typed, graph-based device for formalizing descriptions 
and specifications which can take the place of the traditional method of formal 
language plus axioms plus rules of inference. Familiarity with sketches is assumed 
here, although pertinent definitions are reviewed. A quick introduction to sketches 
with some applications to computing is gi;ien in [29]. 
Forms generalize sketches; they allow other things besides cones and cocones to 
specify special objects in a category. This could be done in an ad hoc way, but the 
purpose of this paper is to describe a systematic way of doing this for a large class 
of constructions: namely, those which can be described in an essentially ulgebraic 
way. The particular kind of sketch corresponding to essentially algebraic theories 
is the FL sketch. (Freyd [ 121 advocated using essentially algebraic theories to 
formalize category theory. They are applied to computer science without using 
sketches in [26].) 
A particular sketch (with cones and/or cocones) can be described in an essentially 
algebraic way, that is, by an FL sketch (see Section 5). The graph and the diagrams 
are clearly described by certain pullbacks in the FL theory of categories. These 
pullbacks require things such as “the domain of this arrow is the same as the 
codomain of that arrow”, “these two composites are equal”, and so on. In fact the 
graph and diagrams are actual elements of the values of those pullbacks in the 
initial model of the theory obtained from the FL theory of categories by adjoining 
a constant to the pullback type describing each diagram. The cones and cocones 
are more special; they are inhabitants of sorts in some FL theory of those categories 
which have (at least) limits and colimits of the type of the given cones and cocones. 
In this paper, forms are defined in Section 6 using a special type of FL sketch 
called a “CS sketch” (see Section 4). A CS sketch describes a category with some 
extra structure: it is a specification of a kind of category in a precise sense. The form 
is an element of a sort called the “description” of the sketch in the corresponding 
CS theory and is realized as the value in the initial category of that type of a constant 
adjoined to that sort. Sketches are thus special cases of forms. The theory of the 
form can then be defined as the whole initial model of the CS sketch with constant 
adjoined. 
To sum up the approach of this paper: One notices that any sketch S can be 
specified using an FL sketch. is then an element of an initial model of the FL 
sketch with constant (designating S) adjoined. From that point of view, cones and 
cocones are only some of many types of constructions which cdn be specified by 
an FL sketch. SO a form is defined by means of a constant adjoined to some sort 
in an FL sketch which specifies more general types of categorical constructions. 
Some of the ideas in studied in [I9 111, but the approach and 
ore restrictive. n particular, this aper is 
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follows [29]. I-Iere I will amplify some points. 
2.1. Notation for limits 
I use the square bracket notation described in [5, p. 381 for objects de 
finite limits. For example, the object P in the pullback diagram 
(1) 
in a category G is 
the objectification of the set {(a, b) if< a j = g(b)} of certain pairs of arrows of C. 
2.2. Sketches 
2.2.1. efinition. An F’L sketch is a sketch with a finite graph, a finite number of 
diagrams, a finite number of cones based on finite diagrams, and no cocones. “FL” 
means finite limits. FL sketches are called LE sketches in [5]. 
An FL sketch has models in any category with finite limits. A model is a graph 
homomorphism from the graph of the sketch to the underlying graph of the category 
which takes &grams to commutative di&grams and cones to limit cones. 
etch S has a model M,, in a finitely complete category I%(S) called 
the FL theory generated by the sketch. This has the property that the category of 
models of the sketch is equivalent to the category of models of the theory and that 
the equivalenre is obtained by composing with MO. Various proofs of this result 
are in [7,20,5 1. Another proof is mentioned in Section 6.5 below. 
The following theorem has been around in various guises for a long time. 
Every FL sketch has an : *%a1 model in the category qf sets. 
A direct proof is in [4]. By definition, an initial model has exactly one homomorph- 
ism of models to each other model. This apparently nonconstructive descri 
misleading, bo=wever, since the initial model for an FL sketch can be constructed 
Pierbrand-style directly from the data in the sketch [29]. It is important for the 
observations in Section 6.5 to note that the constructio does not use the theory 
generated by the sketch. 
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It is also important for later use to note that constants may be adjoined freely to 
the sorts of an FL sketch, with the result remaining an FL-sicctch. This is because 
a constant is an operation whose domain is the terminal object, and an FL sketch 
can specify that a sort bc*%orne the terminal object by adding a cone over the empty 
diagram with that sort at the vertex. 
efinition (Potential vs. actual). One frequently says that a datum C in a 
sketch is “intended” to be or “becomes” an X, where X stands for an instance of 
a type of construction which can occur in a category. This means that in any model 
M of the sketch, M(C) ic3 an X. Similarly, if C “does” something, that means 
M(C) does it. Thus if one of the cones in a sketch looks like 
(3) 
then in a model it becomes a product cone. 
Such terminology is used occasionally here. However, because the fotims intro- 
duced here have other types of things besides cones and cocones, I am introducing 
a consistent terminology for this phenomenon. 
efinition. If a construction C in a sketch becomes an X in all models, where 
X is a type of construction which can occur in categories, then C is a formal X. 
For example, the cone (3) is a “formal product”, and a cocone in a sketch over 
a diagram of some shape S is a “formal colimit” of the diagram. 
2.3. Levels of abstraction 
This paper sketches various constructions at two levels of abstraction. In parGcular, 
it models sketches and forms (abstract ideas) using FL sketches (more abstract). 
To avoid confusion between the two levels of abstraction, objects and arrows at the 
higher level of abstraction are given mnemonic.: names in a sans serif typeface. 
As an illustration, the following notation is used for certain of the objects and 
arrows of the FL sketch I”or categories [5, Section 4.41: 
Ob is the object of objects, 
Aa is the object of arrows, 
CB is the object of composable pairs of arrows, 
Ar is the composition operation, 
t the first and second factors of 
air. 
A functional programming language has primitive data types with associated 
constants, and primitive operations. (Note the remarks in Section 3.1.4 concerning 
languages with variables.) It also has program-forming operations, often called 
constructors, such as composition of operations, the formation of record types, 
branching, and recursion. 
The language consists of the set of all operations and types derivable from the 
p$mitive data types and primitive operations by applying appropriate constructors. 
It is thus generated by the primitive operations and types in the presence of the 
constructors: a different choice of constructors would give a different language, 
even with the same choice of primitive types and operations. 
3.1. The category qf a language 
Under certain assumptions, a category C(L) is naturally associated to a functional 
programming language L. These assumptions include the following: 
(A.1) We must assume that there is a do-nothing operation id , for each type A 
[primitive and constructed). When applied, it does nothing to the data. 
(A.2) We add to the language an additional type called 1 which has the property 
that from every type A there is a unique operation to 1. We interpret each constant 
c of type A as an arrow c: 1 + A. This incorporates the constants into the set of 
operations; they no longer appear as separate data. 
(A.3) We assume the language has a composition constructor: take an operation 
f which takes scnlething of type A as input and produces something of type B, and 
another operation g which has input of type B and output of type C; then doing 
one after the other is a derived operation (or program) typically denoted _f;g which 
has input of typ A and output of type C. 
(A.4) We assume tnat the operations are strictly typed; that is, each primitive s 
operation is applicab!e to exactly one type of input and gives a specific type of output. 
Functional programming languages generally have do-nothing operations and 
composition wnstructors, so (A.1) and (A.3) fit the concept as it appears in the 
literature. The language resulting from the change in (A.2) is operationally equivalent 
to the original language. 
Assumption (A.4), unlike the others, is not innocuous and is not otten satisfied 
in real languages. It can be repaired in an ad hoc way by splitting a primitive 
operation into a set of operations, one for each allowable type of input. A coherent 
solution to this problem, the problem of polymorphism, is the subject of current 
research by many workers. 
3. ts. The composition constructor must be associative in the sense 
that, if eithtr of (.f;g);h or,f;(g;h) is defined, 
same operation. We must also require that f;i 
same operation as .f: That is, we impose t ations j’;id,, =.I’ an 
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the language. Both these requirements are reasonable in that in any implementation, 
the two operations required to be the same would surely do the same thing. 
3.1.2. Definition (7Ie category). Under the preceding assumptions, a functional 
programming language L has a category structure C(L) for which 
(C.l) the primitive and derived types of L are the objects of C(L), 
(C.2) the primitive and derived operations of L are the arrows of C(L), 
(C.3) the source and target of an arrow are the input and output types of the 
corresponding operation, 
(C.4) composition is given by the composition constructor, 
(C.5) the identity arrows are the do-nothing operations. 
The reader may wish to compare the discussion in [25]. (Michael Barr contributed 
materially to the present discussion.) 
3.1.3. Discussion. C(L) is a model of the language, not the language itself. For 
example, in the category f;id, =J; but in the language f and f;id, are different 
source programs. ‘i%c is in contrast to the treatment of languages using context-free 
grammars: a context -free grammar generates the actual language. 
From one point of view, C(L) is a model of the syntax of the language; from 
another point of view, it is arguable at least that C(L) is the most abstract denotational 
semantics. Operational semantics, on the other hand, would presumably require the 
introduction of rewrite rules. 
3.1.4. Variables. This discussion is concerned with functional programming 
languages in the sense of [2,3]. Another widely held point of view is that functional 
programming means no assignment statements: variables may appear but are not 
assigned to. This is true of the lambda calculus, for example. A typed lambda 
calculus is well kno;-:n to be equivalent to a Cartesian closed category [24]. More 
than that a language with variables which are not assigned to can under rather 
general conditions be modeled as a category; the elimination of the variables can 
be done systematically as described in [6, Section 7.71. 
3.2. Sketching a language 
The preceding discussion suggests that the primitive types and ooerations of a 
programming language should be given as some type of sketch and that the language 
would then be the theory of the sketch. This w-iuld provide a systematic way of 
describing the semantics of the language as a model of the sketch; this model extends 
to a model of the theory, thus providing a uniform and mathematically sound 
passage from the specification (what the semantics does on the primitive types and 
operations, that is on the sketch) to the meaning of every legal expression in the 
language (object or arrow in the theory, which is C(L)). 
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There is no problem daing this for constructors describable via diagrams, cones 
and cocones. These include record types (products) and free unions (co-products). 
Unfortunately, there are many other constructors which apparently cannot be 
described by sketches, such as function space objects (exponentials) in Cartesian 
closed categories, objects such as lists which are defined by recursion, and so on. 
The goal here is to generalize the concept of sketch to allow for this. 
4. Constructor spaces 
In this section some preliminary ideas are introduced. The point of view here is 
that a type of sketc:? is determined by the kind of category it is modeled in. Here, 
“kind of category” is translated into “model of a constructor space”, which will set 
the stage for the definition of form in Section 6-l .l. 
4.1. Basic concepts 
4.1.1. Definition. A sketch S is a subsketch of a sketch T if the graph of S is a 
subgraph of the graph of T and all the diagrams, cones and cocones of S are 
diagram, cones, cocones respectively of T. 
4.1.2. Definiticn. A constructor-space sketch or C’S sketch is an FL sketch E with 
the following properties: 
(CSJ) E contains a copy of the FL sketch for categories as a distinguished 
subsketch, and 
(CS.2) c=ri’ object of the graph of r=’ is the vertex of a cone over a diagram 
whose objects are in the FL theory for categories generated by the subsketch in (CS. 1). 
It may be useful to replace the distinguished subsketch in this definition with a 
morphism of‘ sketches, but here the simpler definition will be used. 
4.1.3. Definition. If E is a CS sketch, an E-categor_v is a model of E, and an E-functor 
is a morphism of models of E. 
The inclusion of the FL sketch for categories as a subsketch of a CS sketch induces 
an underlying functor U from the category of E-categories to the category of small 
categories. 
It follows that an E-category is a small category, possibly with additional 
operations, each of whose domains and codomains are equationally defined tuples 
of objects and arrows. The equations defining these tuples may involve the additional 
operations (so the tuples are not in general merely diagrams?. The additional 
operations may be required to satisfy certain equations. 
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An arrow in the category of E-categories is a morphism of models (natural 
transformation); it can be described somewhat imprecisely as a functor preserving 
this additional structure on the nose. How to relax this strict preservation property 
is a subject of current investigation. 
efinition. A constructor space is the FL theory of a CS sketch. 
The idea behind the name is that the sorts and operations of such an FL theory 
embody all the constructions that are possible in every model of :he theory. 
4.2. Examples 
Most familiar examples of categories with extra structure are models of CS 
sketches (but functors must preserve the structure on the nose). Examples include 
categories with binary products, categories with finite limits, categories with finite 
colimits, and various permutations of these ideas. The FL sketch for categories with 
finite limits is described in [5, Section 4.41. In Section 4.3 below, the CS sketch for 
categories with binary products is worked out in detail. 
What is important for our purposes is that many types of categories with second- 
order structure are models of CS sketches. This includes in particular cartesidn 
closed categories, locally Cartesian closed categories, locoses, and toposes. Poposes 
are treated in [5, Section 4.41. The way Cartesian closed categories and locoses are 
handled is described in Sections 4.4 and 4.5 below. These are not done in detail, 
but the details can be filled in using the constructions in Section 4.3 as a guide. 
eneralizations. The definition of constructor space given here seems 
adequate to handle the common constructors used or proposed in programming 
language semantics. It allows constructions based on equationally defined subtypes 
in one step. Freyd’s original idea of essentially algebraic involved defining further 
subtypes based on those and operations defined on the previous subtypes. This 
multistep approach may well prove useful in future applications but is not considered 
here for simplicity’s sake (and lack of compelling examples). 
4.3. Categories with binary products 
A CS sketch for categories with distinguished binary products is described 
here. It is give ome detail as an example of what is involved in specifying a 
category with extra structure. 
Note that a category with distinguished finite pr ducts has all finite nonempty 
products, but only the binary products are distinguished. 
Although the presentation which follows is quite detailed, it is still incomplete. 
sorts and operations; some supplementary opesations 
ly noted in passing. An example is 
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description of those arrows (such as ip) which will exist in the constructor space 
anyvvcly, given the sorts and operations that QW defined. 
i ) The graph of the sketch has the following constituents: 
(6.1) An object Cn, and arrows Iproj, rproj : Cn + Ar. Cn is the formal set of cones 
over two objects and lproj and rproj will point out the left and right arrows of the 
cone in a model. (This is forced by (C.l) below.) 
(6.2) An operation prod: b x Qb+ Cn, which picks out the product cone for 
the pair of objects. 
(6.3) An object Fi and arrows cone: Fi + Cn and fia : Fi + Ar. In a model, 
essentially be the set of pairs (c, h) where c is a coae and h is an arrow, subject to 
equations requiring in effect that h be a fill-in arrow from the cone c to the product 
of the base nodes of c. This is accomplished in (C.2) below. 
(G.4) An operation ufi : Cn + Fi, which in a model takes a cone c to (c, h), where 
It is the unique arrow from c to the product of the base of c which commutes with 
projections. ufi is the formal “unique fill-in”. 
It ic useful to give names to two induced arrows: 
ver = dom 0 lproj : Cn + Ob 
which in a model will pick out the vertex of a cone, and 
ip = prod 0 (cod 0 Iproj, cod 0 rproj) : Cn + Cn 
which will give thz product cone over the base of a cone. ip stands for “induced 
product”. 
has the following cones: 
(C.1) A cone 
Cn 
Iproj 
- Ar 
rproj 
i I dom (4) 
which will become a pullback forcing Cn to be the set of cones as described in (6.1). 
(C.2) A pullback cone over a complicated diagram with vertex Fi which forces 
Fi to be the object described in (G.3). 
[(c, h)ldom(h)=ver(c)&cod(h)=veroip(c) 
& camp 0 (Iproj 0 ip( c), h) = lproj 
& camp 0 (rproj 0 ip( c), h) = rproj] 
Then cone : Fi + Cn (whit 
of the projections from t 
satisfying the requisite c 
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Note that the type of the expression (Jproj 0 ip(c), h) in equation (5) is context- 
sensitive. Normally the angle brackets would make the expression denote an element 
of Ar x Ar, but the presenti, 0~ of “camp” implies that it is an element of Cl? This is 
acceptable since t: it squai; bracket notation for limits is onl:~ semi-formal; a machine 
implementation would require either more notation or compile-time type determina- 
tion. Compare the way this problem is handled in equation (16) below. 
BP has three diagrams. One is 
ufi 
Cn v Fi (6) 
cone 
which forces the arrows ufi : Cn + Fi and cone : Fi + Cn to be formal inverses to each 
other, thus ensuring the uniqueness of the fill-in arrow. 
The other two diagrams express the formal equations 
and 
cod 0 lproj 0 prod = p, : Ob x Ob+ Ob 
codorprojoprod=p,:ObxOb+Ob 
which say that the product cone should be over the correct pair of objects. 
emarks. In connection with this, it should be clear that another presentation 
involving different sorts or operations could giv.2 a category of models Khich is 
equiva but not in general isomorphic, to the category of model 
called here. Thus to describe a category with binary products as 
(following Definition 4.1.3) is an invariant description if you cannot distinguish 
equivalent categories, but is presentation-dependent if you can distinguish categories 
that are nonisomorphic. 
A presentation satisfying a stronger form of requirement (CS.2) of Definition 
4.1.2 (namely that the arrows as well as the objects of the base m be in the 
FL theory for categories) will prove that the category of models o is tripleable 
(monadic) over the category of categories. This follows from a theorem of Lair [22], 
who shows how to produce such presentations for categories with any particular: 
kind of limits. Knowing that the models are monadic in cases like this may perhaps 
provide theoretical advantages when the subject is studied more deeply. On the 
other hand, the essentially algebraic presentation given here is considerably less 
complicated. 
4. ?. Cartesian closed categories 
A Cartesian closed category has finite products and exponential objects. Thus a 
CS sketch C can be built by adding new sorts and operations to the sketch for 
categories with binary objects described in Section 4.3. 
ucts you need to add an object Trm (the 
y-defined object of aal arrows 
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with codomain in Tram. You also need an operation u : Ob+ U picking out the 
unique arrow from an object to a terminal object. Its uniqueness can be ensured 
by adding an operation w : U + Ob and equations making it the formal inverse of 
the image of u. 
.2. ctio aces. A function space object [A --) B] in a Cartesian closed category 
comes equipped with an arrow 
ev:[A+B]xA+B (7) 
whose defining property is that for any arrow f: C x A + B there is a unique arrow 
J’: C + [A + B] such that 
l’xid,, I/ (‘1 (8) 
[A+ B]xA 
commutes. We will call a system such as (7) a function space system. 
(4.4.3) Thus to construct CCC, one needs an equationally defined object H of 
diagrams cf the form 
e\ 
P-B 
y/ \ 
F A 
together with equations forcing 
One needs two operations to 
(9) 
P with p, and pz to be the product of F and A. 
force F to be a formal function space object. One 
is fss : Ob x Ob 3 H which coflstructs the formal function space system corresponding 
to the pair of objects. (An appropriate projection from H to Ob formally selects 
[A + B] itself.) The other operation is analogous to ufi in Section 4.3 (6.4); it picks 
out the arrow f’ in diagram (8). 
You may wish to contrast the more general treatment of closed categories in [19]. 
4.5. Locoses 
A 10~0s is a type of category studied by Cockett [8,9] in which one can make a 
- . 
tar11~~ gpnerai type of definition by recursion. One of the desirable properties of a 
locos is that if it is ge,‘erated by decidable objects, then all its objects are decidable. 
ere 1 wiil give an informal description of how to construct a CS sketch 
whose models are locoses. 
Let C be a category. FGI each objet A there is a 
which is the cat of algebras for the functor * - with an un 
&:act(A)-K’. 
4.51. efinition. A category C is recursive if for every object A the underlying 
functor UA has a left adjoint FA : C + act(A). 
For an object B, denote U,( F,,( B)) by rec(A, B); for f: + C, we obtain an 
arrow rec(A,$) = UJ FJf)) : rec( A, B) + rec(A, C). The algebra F/,(B) is an algebra 
structure u( A, B) : A x rec( A, B) + rec( A, B). In particular, if C has a terminal object, 
, 1) is a natural numbers object. 
5.2) With this notation, we define a CS sketch with a binary operation ret : 09, x 
Ob + Ob which will take A and B to rec( A, B), and a unary opera;ion from Ob to 
Ar yielding an arrow $3 : B + rec( A, B), with diagrams forcing qB to have the 
correct domain and codomain. 
The universal property of q is that for any arrow f: B + C and any algebra 
c: A x C + C, there is a unique arrow g : rec(A, 6) + C such that 
Axrec(A, B)aAxC 
,‘(A, B) I I c (10) 
rec(A, B) - C 
R 
commutes (that is, g is the underlying arrow of an algebra map) and alSo 
B-C 
rec(A, B) 
To obtain g requires another unary operation in the CS sketch L@C; its domain 
is the object representing the set of triplets (A, f, c), where A is an object and f and 
c are arrows with the same codomain C such that the domain of c is A x C. The 
domain of g must be rec(A, B), where B is the domain ofJ All these are equational 
conditions in the CS sketch being constructed, as are the commutativity of diagrams 
(10) and (II). 
. It is clear (and not a new observation) that any left adjoint F to a 
with the property that each object U(F(A)) and each arrow U(F(f)) 
is a model of an FL sketch (one FL sketch for al! o!bjectc and one for a!! arrows) 
can be prescribed by a sketch in an analogous way. One example of this is the 
construction of dependent products as a right adjoint to a slice functor. The 
constructions using adjoints in [ 181 are sketchable in this way. 
) For objects A, !3? C of ;-i recursive category the map p2:B’xC+C 
duces a unique arrow 
171 
with the property that 
rec(A, B x C) 
commutes. There is then an arrow 
c(A, B, C)=(rec(A,P,),a):rec(A, BxC)+rec(A, B)xC. 
This arrow is determined by a universal property, and the object of all such arrows 
can clearly be specified in the same way as the object Fi in (G.3) above. 
55. nition. Let C be a recursive category. If for all A, B and C, c’( A, B, C) 
is an isomorphism, then C has local recursion. A locally recursive category is a 
recursive category with local recursion for which every slice category C/C is 
recursive. 
Making c( A, B, CT) be an isomorphism requires a simple diagram in the CS sketch 
C. To make a slice category C/A recursive requires redoing the constructions 
described previously for makin, 0 a category recursive, with all the constructions 
providing for an extra arrow to A for each object and for the commutativity of the 
diagrams defining morphisms in the slice. 
4.5.6. P category C is a loses if it has disjoint finite sums and is 
locally recursive. 
Disjoint finiti> sums are defined using 
which can be specified in a CS sketch. 
pullbacks and the initial object, both of 
All the data of a sketch S can be described using ope 
defined objects in some CS sketch E, with the objects an 
adjoined as constants to the sketch. Equations must be add 
the objects and arrows of the diagrams, cones and cocon 
and arrows of the graph. For this reason, t 
of the imitial mo he resuhing sketc 
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5.1. Example 
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For example, the (silly) sketch P with graph 
diagram 
R .Jz> 
1, 
and one cone C 
.I/‘, 
is an element of the initial 
(13) 
(14) 
B 
(15) 
A 
model of a certain sketch E obtained from 
adjoining certain objects, operations and equations which will now be described. 
will be a constant of type r, where I’ is a cone determining a subobject of 
ObxObxObxArxArxArxCPxCn. 
The subobject is defined equationally as follows: 
r=[(x,): z, u, v, W, r, s)ldom(u)=dom(v)=s 
&dom(w)=cod(u)=y&cod(w)=cod(v!=z 
& firstfac(r) = u & secondfac( r) = w & comp( r) = v 
& Iproj(s) = u & rproj(s) = u & ver (s) =x & prod(y, y) = s]. (16) 
Thus r is the limit of a certain diagram in the theory of . As is custgzmary, r 
will denote both the cone and the vertex of the cone. 
Using the 1abePs in (13), we can say that the constant is 
(x, y, z, u, v, w, p; s 1 = ( 4 4.t g, h, ULf >, a (17) 
where C is the cone in (15). 
s. A diagram in a saLegory is a graph homomorphism from a certain 
shape graph to the underlying graph of the category. (More generally. a diagram 
is a functor from a c r,v to the category, but we do not need the 
greater generality her is a special case of diagram-as-functor 
e free cate,;orp 
The cone r plays the role of the shape graph in the present context, alt 
a more sophisticated way. It is constructed as the limit of a diagram whicn pastes 
together formal arrows and objects so that they wil! have the correct domain and 
codomain relationships in a model. In this respect it is like the shape graph, and 
as in the case of ordinary diagrams, a particular constant of type 1’ might well have 
certain of the objects or the arrows repeated (for example, one could have P = A 
in equation (17)). 
The cone I‘ in Section 5.1, however, is over a diagram containing the nodes CP 
and Cn, which have no analog in a shape graph. They require certain diagrams in 
the graph to be commutative diagrams or cones respectively. I’ is best thought of 
as a descr@tion of the sketch (a graph-based rather than linguistic description). 
This motivates the formal definition of the description of a form in Section 6.1 .I. 
The discussion in Section 5 shows how an informal description of a sketch can 
be formalized in such a way that the sketch becomes an element of a certain initial 
model. This is thz basis of our definition of form. 
6.1. Descriptions and _fosms 
Let E be a finite CS sketch with theory Th( E) and let f be a lirmit cone in 
Let Th( E, f) be tale theory obtained from h(E) by freely adjoining a constant f of 
type K In a model of the sketch, which is a category with extra structure, r represents 
a particular collection of entities in that category; for example, the graph, diagram 
and cone of the sketch in Section 5.1 was an element of r as described there. ‘In 
a model of 2 I;( L” f); f becomes a particular element of the collection represented 
by I’. 
Forgetting f provides an underlying functor Uf from models of (6 f) to models 
(E), that is, to E-categories. 
efinition. With the notation of the preceding paragraph, the ferns SI- t_Ype 
ined by r is the value of the constant f in the initial mode1 of Th( E, f), 
and r is called the description of 
Since the initial mode1 can be constructed inductively, this definition of the concept 
of form does not in fact depend on knowing rhe whole category of models, as is 
apparently implied by the fact that it is specified as an element of an initial model. 
The form is actually ;P term in a type of et with a purely 
definition. 
6.2. Models oj’ forms 
Suppose ’ is a form of type E with descriptio 
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6.2.1. efinitim. Let F be a form with f as in Definition 6.1.1. A model of F in an 
E-category C is the image of f in a model M of Th(E, f) for which Q(M) = C. 
‘The image of f mentioneJ in the definition is uniquely determined because F is 
an element of an initial Th( E, f)-model. 
This definition of model of a form is holistic and not obviously constructive. 
However, as we shall see, a form has a graph just as a sketch has and the model 
can be defined in terms of the graph. 
6.3. Morphism of modds 
A homomorphism of sketches is defined to be a natural transformation between 
the graphs of the sketches. The definition of form does not require that a graph be 
specified. However, a form determines a graph. 
6.3.1. efinition. Let F be a form with description 1: The set X(F) of nodes of F 
consists of all the values of p 0 f in the initiai model of I%( E, f) for each operation 
p : r-, Ob of The E, f). The set d(F) of arrows of F consists of all the values of q = f 
in the initial model of Th( E, f) for each operation 4 : f --, Ar of Th( E, f). The graph 
of F is the graph with objects N(F) and arrows sQ( F). 
There arc plenty of arrows p : r + Ob and 4 : I t -+ Ar as described in this dci?nition. 
y Definition 4.12, e ‘v’q object of the graph of E is the vertex of d cone over 2 
diagram wX;I?se b:odes are in the FL theory for categories. Because E is a finite 
sketch, the &sc!-iption I‘ of the form F is a cone in Th( E, f) over a base diagram 
whose objects are defined as limits over finite diagrams with projections ultimately 
to objects of the FL sketch for categories, and so via dom, cod and camp to Ob 
and Ar. 
If an arrow is the value of one of these projections, its domain and codomain 
are values of projections too, because of dom and cod. So the result is really a 
graph: if an arrow is in the graph, so is its source and target. 
bn practice, it is expected that a form of type E will be defined in the way a sketch 
is defined, by giving a graph and some e . ies which are elements of various 3orts 
in the CS sketch E Thus a form of type P is given by specifying a graph, some 
diagrams, and some discrete binary cones (elements of Cn), so is essentially an FP 
sketch (meaning all cones are over discrete diagrams). Note that this approach 
means that we specify the type of form ahead of time, and that for example a sketch 
(form) of type is not the same as the sketch with the identical graph, diagrams 
and cones but which is specified as an FL sketch. Indeed, 
is point of view is not the same as a sketch of type 
FL sketch whose models are categories with finite products (for example obtained 
by adjoining a sort for the terminal object). 
determined by a constant f with descri 
-category 
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) is a graph homomorphism + from the graph of lW( 
for which 
(MMI) $(M(pof))= N(pof) for each operation p:r+Qb of 
(MM.2) +( M(q 0 f)) = N(q 0 f) for each operation 4: r-, Ar of Th( E, f). 
The models of a form e E in an E-category C, together with their 
morphisms, form a category C). Note that a morphism of models of a form 
of type 5 for example, will automatically take limit cones to limit cones since 
the definition implies that the morphism takes cones to cones and the cones become 
limit cones in every model. 
6.4. Examples sf forms 
It should be clear from the constructions in Section 5 that every finite sketch can 
be presented as a form. Every diagram can be factored into triangles, so that diagrams 
can be handled just as in Example 5.1. The description of the sketch in that example 
is the object r defined in equation (16). The following theorem is then clear, given 
the discussion in Example 5.1. 
6.4.6. Theorem. For every sketch S of type E there is a form F with an equivalent 
category of mode/s. 
However, a cone by itself is also an example of a form. For example, a cone such 
as (3) is given by the simple description I’ = Cn, where Cn is defined in (G.1). 
Ordinary finite sketches are in some sense equivalent in expressive power to first 
order logic [17]. Forms are a type of higher-order sketch. For example, there is a 
form FS which constructs function spaces. 1:s “graph” is just the graph (9). In its 
description r will be an equation forcing that graph to become a function space 
system by forcing it to be the value of fss on the pair (A, B). 
6.42, exive objc cts. One can describe a form whose mode!s in a Cartesian closed 
category are objects D with [D + D] a retract of D. Thus one could use this in a 
programming language specification to ensure that a given data type allowed 
recursive definitions by fixed points. (This provides a methodology for syntax; it 
does not settle questions of semantics!) 
I will use the notation in Section 4.4.3. 
H contains a subobject D of function space systems of the form 
P- 
D 
Let 4s: D + Ob be the projection which takes a function 
t 
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be the operation which takes ~3 object to its identity arrow. All these operations 
exist in the theory of C 
The description of the form is 
r = I_@, i,j, r‘i ;&m(i) = cod(j) = fS(S) 
& cod{ I) = doin = bs(s) 
& firstfactr) = j & secondfac( r) = i 
& comp( r) = id(fs( s))]. (W 
In a model M, this forces M(j) 0 M(i) = id [ rp-, Dl. (Here, s is the diagram ( 18) 
and i’ is the formal composite j 0 i.) 
One could describe this form this way. Its graph is given in (18) with two additional 
arrows I : [D-, D] + D and J: D+ [D+ D]. The part of the graph without these 
extra arrows is required to be of type 3. A diagram forces J 0 I = id,,,,, . This way 
of defining a form makes it look more like a true generalization of sketch than 
Definition 6.1.1. 
6.5. Theories as initial models 
The preceding definitions and observations provide a way of constructing the 
theory of an arbitrary sketch. 
Let S be a sketch of a particular type. It specifically may have cocones as well 
as cones. Present it as a form in an essentially algebraic way analogous to Example 
5.1, using a description r in the theory of a suitable sketch E t‘or categories with 
the types of finite limits and/or colimits suitable to the type of sketch being 
considered. I‘ will be equationally defined using objects Cn(9) and Ccn($) of cones 
over diagrams of a specific shape 9 2nd cocon:s over diagrams of a specific shape 
2 respectively, for various 9 and 9. Adjoin a constant e of type l-’ to E. Then we 
have the following theorem. 
. Theorem. The initial model of Th( E, e) is equivalent to Th( S), and the universal 
model MC) is inclusion. 
This is because a model of S is the image of the initial model in the model 
category. Thus the initial model satisfies the defining property of ): Every 
model of S extends to a model of T ) which is determined uniquely up to natural 
isomorphism. 
Following this, we make the following definition. 
constant f with 
e ilHir;t2md model 
el Qsf 0. 
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6=” .;.a. In the notation of Defin n 6.52, let C be QY! E-categor_y. Every 
model M : F-=+ C induces an E-functor M : ( E, f) + C’ for which 
commutes. Moreover, T (E, f) is uniquely determined up to equivalence of categories 
by this fact. 
6.6. Conclusion 
The finite specification given by the form automatically generates a category (the 
theory) which contains the ingredients in the form and which is closed under all 
the constructions available in an E-category. Moreover, the objects and arrows of 
the theory can be constructed recursively from the objects and arrows of the form. 
The last theorem then says that any functorial semantics defined on the form is 
automatically defined on the theory. 
Forms thus provide a uniform method for defining primitive types and operations 
to which specified constructors are to be applied, in a way which allows consistent 
semantics to be defined by giving it only on the primitive part. The only restriction 
is that the constructors be specifiable in an essentially algebraic way. 
4sknowledgment 
I Inaive learned much discussing these ideas with Michaek Barr, J.R.B. Cockett, 
C. Lair, Fraqois Lamarche, Colin McLarty and John Power. I am grateful to 
Michael Barr, Sohn Power and the referees for many helpful suggestions and 
corrections. 
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